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MARKET OUTLOOK

Despite Friday’s market tantrum, the S&P 500 still managed to finish up
+1.5% on the week. The index had been up a couple more percent
earlier in the week on hopes of am earlier than expected Fed “pivot”
regarding its higher rates policy.

Market gains earlier in the week came after the U.S. job openings index
(JOLTS) unexpectedly declined by an eye-popping -1.1 million jobs. A
massive drop in US employers’ demand for additional workers would
normally be a negative for the markets but not in 2022. From an inflation,
Fed and markets point-of-view, the US economy is in a strange state
where good economic news is actually bad news because strong
economic/jobs data translates into higher inflation for longer, and therefore
higher interest rates for longer. All of which the markets don’t like because
higher rates translate into a higher cost of capital for companies, reduced
spending for consumers, and more pain for bonds.

While the drop in job-openings data was good earlier in the week, the
September non-farm payroll report on Friday came in hotter than
expected and again spooked the markets due to the strange dynamic
we just talked about. The unemployment rate strengthened to 3.5%
unexpectedly from 3.7% previously.

For the week ahead, we will be closely watching Thursday’s (10/13) CPI
inflation report for September. In a way these monthly CPI reports have
become more important than any other data points because of their
implications for Fed policy and the markets.

Also looking ahead, Q3 earnings season kicks off this week with several
big banks reporting including Citigroup, JPMorgan, Morgan Stanley and
Wells Fargo. The heart of the earnings season won’t begin for another
couple weeks but will hopefully be a positive catalyst for the markets in a
similar way to the previous couple of quarters. Stay tuned.

DON'T DREAD THE DRAWDOWN

Our partners at Bloomberg and Goldman Sachs put together this great
chart (below) on what historical future returns look like after a -25%.

The S&P 500 reached a fresh low on September 30th, closing -25% down
from its January peak. While US equities may experience further
downside, history suggests that those who stay the course have been
rewarded. Historical drawdowns of 25% or more have delivered a forward
one-year return of 27%, on average, with longer investment periods
proving even more compelling. Timing the market bottom is difficult, but
investors early to this recovery may see favorable returns over time.

(Source Goldman Sachs and Bloomberg – October 7th)

Q3 WRAPPED

With the third quarter is in the rear view mirror, it’s admittedly difficult to
be optimistic about stock and bond markets right now. The most recent
quarter saw both stocks and bond prices fall in tandem again. The
negative returns for both markets were the third consecutive quarterly
declines for stocks and bonds. Of the 187 quarters since 1976, there has
never been a period that has seen negative quarterly returns for both
stocks and bonds three quarters in a row. Said another way, this is the
longest period since 1976 that bonds haven’t played the traditional role in
portfolios by offsetting losses in the stock market.

So why own bonds at all? The value proposition for core bonds is that
they tend to provide liquidity, diversification, and positive total
returns to portfolios. Unfortunately, none of those values is 100%
certain all the time. Like all markets, fixed income investing involves risks
and, at times, negative returns. However, despite the historically poor start
to the year, we think the value proposition for core bonds has actually
improved recently. Investing is a forward-looking exercise and with the
move higher in yields that has already taken place this year, we believe
now could be as good as it’s been in quite some time for core bonds.
Starting yields on most fixed income asset classes are hovering around
the highest yields we’ve seen in over a decade. So we don’t think now
is the time to abandon your existing allocation to bonds and in fact,
it could be worth a look for those investors underinvested in bonds.

We acknowledge how difficult it is to stay invested during these bouts of
market volatility. But markets have already priced in a lot of bad news, and
we think we are closer to the end of this negative cycle than the
beginning. Potential catalysts for a rebound in the near-term include third
quarter earnings season, midterm elections, tailwinds from a
seasonally strong fourth quarter historically, and the Fed possibly
signaling a pause in rate hikes by year-end. While there may be
continued volatility in the near-term, we believe the surest path forward
remains to stay true to your existing financial plan. 

WHAT WE ARE WATCHING

The following economic data is slated to be released during the week
ahead:

Monday:  ----

Tuesday: NFIB small-business index (Sept.)

Wednesday: FOMC meeting minutes from September FOMC meeting

Thursday: CPI Inflation Data Released (Sept.), Weekly Initial Jobless
Claims

Friday: Retail sales (Sept.), University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment
(Oct. prelim)

MARKET SUPPORT

The key level of resistance to watch for the S&P 500 is at around 3,400
and 3,200.

Recall these are key technical levels we look for the market to either hold
or push through when look at the potential for future moves. Common
support levels can be the 50- and 200-day moving averages as well as
other technical levels such as previous market highs or lows.
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Content in this material is for general information only and not
intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any
individual. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee
of future results. All indices are unmanaged and may not be invested
into directly. 

The content is developed from sources believed to be providing accurate
information. The information in this material is not intended as tax or
legal advice. It may not be used for the purpose of avoiding any federal
tax penalties. Please consult legal or tax professionals for specific
information regarding your individual situation. This material was
developed and produced by FMG Suite to provide information on a topic
that may be of interest. FMG Suite is not affiliated with the named
broker-dealer, state- or SEC-registered investment advisory firm. The
opinions expressed and material provided are for general information,
and should not be considered a solicitation for the purchase or sale of
any security. Copyright 2022 FMG Suite.
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